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Abstract. An air-coupled acoustical imaging method for the study of wooden panel
paintings is presented. After a brief overview of the state of the art, an introduction
is given regarding the production technique of the art object under investigation. The
technology employed is described in detail, as well as the proposed method. After a
feasibility campaign of experiments, real ancient paintings have been investigated
by means of a through-transmission and a single-sided lay-out. Defects were imaged
in all the objects examined and in both the configurations adopted.

Introduction
In the last decade, an increasing interest in the cultural heritage has been registered [1]. Art
works are now considered as a personal cultural patrimony; nevertheless they are
endangered more than ever and it is necessary to continuously check the art work’s state of
conservation. Ultrasound techniques, borrowed from other fields or developed ad hoc, can
make a strong contribution to the safeguarding and exploitation of cultural heritage [2-6].
In this work, attention is focused on wooden panel paintings. In most cases today,
the standard procedures to find defects are visual and manual. These methods rely
completely on the skill and experience of the operator and do not provide quantitative
results. Recently developed techniques applied to the art work study are: infrared
thermography, radiography, holography [7], electro-optic holography [8] and the Scanning
Laser Doppler Vibrometer [9]. Defects are not always detectable; radiography, for instance,
cannot reveal delaminations parallel to the painting surface. The used apparatus involves
often high cost and some techniques present stability requirements that are difficult to
realize in situ applications.
Before going further, it is necessary to proper understand the object of the present
investigation. A wooden panel painting can be thought as a layered structure with a
support; the last one provides a base for the paint. After a first thin layer of animal glue, the
wood support is coated with a number of superimposed priming layers (called “ground”)
made by mixtures of gesso and glue. After these operations, the design layers usually
include: a preparatory design, the paint layer, the varnish, and any retouching [10]. The
layers of this structure are characterized by different rigidity and thickness. In time, the
ground becomes more and more fragile, loosing its former elasticity. Hence, it can not
follow the deformations of the wood support any more: detachments between layers and
cracks appear and propagate through and under the painting surface.
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Air-coupled Technique
In this study an air-coupled ultrasonic technique is employed. Many researchers have
performed NDEs on works of art by means of contact ultrasound. Only a single work is
reported in literature in which wooden paintings are investigated in a non-contact fashion
by the use of ultrasound [11]. The results of those investigations were really promising,
even if the available technology was characterized by lower performances than what
nowadays researchers dispose [2,4,6].
By using air as coupling medium - in order to avoid contaminations and damages of
the object to be tested - several problems must be overcome in setting-up a feasible
measurement technique; first of all the enormous acoustical mismatch between air and the
materials involved. Other problems arise if we consider the high attenuative nature of
wood. In the past decades, many ways to overcome these problems have been tried; now
the technology is ready and a lot of air-coupled applications are found in literature
[2,4,6,12-14].
The ultrasonic pulser/receiver instrument “NCA1000-2E” (Ultran Laboratories) is
implemented into the measurement system. This device can work in non-contact, contact
and immersion modality. It is characterized by a total dynamic range up to 150 dB and by a
time resolution of about 1 ns; it can operate between 50 kHz and 5 MHz. The pulse
compression technique [15] is implemented into the system, in order to extend the detection
range for a given peak-power, and still have a good time resolution.
Three couples of last generation piezoelectric transducers have been utilized (Ultran
Laboratories), whose manufacturing codes and characteristics are here summarized (fc =
Center Frequency; B = Bandwidth; D = Active Diameter):
• T#1: Code NCT-102. Characteristics: fc=221 kHz, B=78 kHz, D=25 mm;
• T#2: Code NCT-55. Characteristics: fc=485 kHz, B=148 kHz, D=12.5 mm;
• T#3: Code NCT-510. Characteristics: fc=910 kHz, B=290 kHz, D=12.5 mm.
Beam field and lateral resolution were measured for each couple of transducers,
confirming the good element properties. The lateral resolution has been determined,
providing the following values: 15.2 mm for T#1; 4.6 mm for T#2; 3.6 mm for T#3.
Two different types of ultrasonic configurations were employed: a throughtransmission configuration (TTC) and a single-sided configuration (SSC). The commercial
scanning system used to control the position of the non-contact transducers is the “Techno
Stepper DaVinci”; this device is characterized by a 10 μm resolution and repeatability of
positioning.
In TTC, the transducer on the back of the painting generates ultrasound and the
other one receives it. A precise period in time of the received signal is stored and analyzed
by the system; it corresponds to the first perturbation arriving to the receiving transducer
located on the painted side of the wooden panel. The gated wave packet is processed and
some parameters are measured. Besides ToF, the system measures a quantity usually named
Integrated Response (InR). It corresponds to the area underneath a definite time interval of
the compressed pulse; therefore, it is a quantity related to the energy of the received
ultrasound. Whenever sound encounters discontinuities during its path, such as air pockets,
the perturbation cannot penetrate, or the measured InR becomes smaller than what it is
possible to measure in a sound region. InR value can then be interpreted to deduce
properties and conditions of the painting.
In SSC, both transducers are placed on one side of the model. This configuration
was adopted not only to test the feasibility of a more comfortable lay-out, but also to
properly face situation in which the back painting is not thoroughly accessible or the
wooden painting thickness is highly variable. Dealing with a really complicated structure,
no theoretical data (i.e. dispersion curves) were available to set-up the proper geometrical
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lay-out. After some experiments, it was possible to find out suitable angles for each layered
structure. The generated waves were mixed vibration modes: angles vary with thickness,
material and frequency. Due to the highly orthotropic nature of wood, the geometrical setup was good as long as the fibre direction remained almost unaltered. The generated guided
waves allowed us to properly detect the presence of a delamination in almost all the models
tested, as well as in the real paintings examined.
Experimental results and discussion
In order to check the capabilities of the air-coupled ultrasound technique, samples were
made to mimic panel paintings and the typical occurrence of defects. These models were
prepared using the same techniques and materials that were common in paintings since the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries [6]. They were realized using different supports [red oak
(ROK), maple (MPL) and hemlock (HML)] and thickness of the ground. Several kinds of
defects have been simulated: cracks in the wood support; cracks in the ground; detachments
of different shape and location between the animal glue layer and the preparation made by
gesso and animal glue; high curvature of the panel (see Table.1).
Ultrasound data are shown by using two-dimensional representations known as Cscans. These images were contrast enhanced by means of an algorithm originally developed
by the authors to analyze fringe pattern images [16] and further modified to properly handle
ultrasonic data [17]. In fact, due to the really weak signal we are dealing with, the signal to
noise ratio is critical; C-scans present noise and corrupted regions that can be profitably
enhanced by the use of this algorithm. Simple median filtering operations do not lead to the
same good result, since the corrupted regions are often characterized by great extension.
Table 1. Sample characteristics
ID Code
ROK01
ROK02
ROK03
ROK04
ROK05
ROK06
ROK07
ROK08
MPL01
MPL02
MPL03
MPL04
HML01
HML02
HML03

Detachment
Rectangle
Strip
Strip
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Strip
Rectangle
Rectangle
X strip

Wood crack
Sound sample

Ground crack
Present
Present

Present
Sound sample

Present
Present

Present
Present
Present

Sound sample

1140
∞
∞
∞
450
1660
1820
1270
850
1350
1130
2100
1890
2100
1950

Curvature [mm]
Medium Curvature
Flat
Flat
Flat
High Curvature
Almost flat
Almost flat
Medium Curvature
High Curvature
Medium Curvature
Medium Curvature
Almost flat
Almost flat
Almost flat
Almost flat

The prepared models were analyzed in TTC and SSC, by means of the piezoelectric
transducers above mentioned, both in painted and not painted configuration. The scan-step
was set equal to 1.27 mm. The monitored parameter was the InR of the first peak in TTC,
and the InR of the fastest guided wave in SSC. The performed scans are shown as gray
images, from the smaller InR value (black) to the bigger one (white). The checked region
for each sample was an inset of the real model dimensions, in order to avoid border
distortions of the measured pressure field; as a consequence, the border gray region of each
scan defines the real dimensions of the wooden panel. The black segment in the upper left
corner indicates the diameter of the used transducer in TTC, and the wave path length and
direction in the sample in SSC. By using white lines, cracks in ground and wood support
are shown; while, by using black ones, borders of simulated delaminations inside the model
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are pointed out.
In what follows, results regarding three models that present almost all the simulated
defects are discussed: a ROK support with a rectangular delamination and cracks in the
ground (#02); a MAP support having medium curvature with a strip delamination (#03); a
HML support, almost flat but thick, with a crossed strip delamination and cracks in the
ground (#02).
For each model, four scans are shown: two regarding TTC (T#1 and T#3) and two
regarding SSC (T#1 and T#2). Delaminations were imaged both in TTC and in SSC in all
the fifteen samples examined. It was not possible to generate useful guided waves by using
T#3; guided waves generated by means of this high frequency involved just the ground
layer, since they were not influenced by the presence or absence of a delamination between
the ground and the wood support. Nevertheless, they were fruitfully used in detecting crack
in the ground; wood and ground cracks were, in fact, more easily detected in SSC than in
TTC, since they were sometimes oriented perpendicularly to the guided wave path and their
extension was also perpendicular to the sample surface. By using T#1 in TTC,
delaminations were easily detected. If there is no flaw, ultrasound energy can penetrate the
layered structure without any problem. On the other hand, ultrasound is stopped, if an air
gap is encountered during the path (Figure.1.a-column). By using this frequency, model
orientations even considerably different from the ideal condition normal to the beam axis
do not lead to ambiguous C-scans. The scans of Figure.1 (HML02-a/b) were performed by
using just one fifth of the maximum power and, even if the model thickness was relevant
(20.3 mm), the detached zones were perfectly located. The only drawback is the limited
lateral resolution (about 15 mm); this is an inherent transducer feature due to the
dimensions of the radiating surface (25 mm). This drawback is overcome by using T#3.
The better lateral resolution (about 3.6 mm) allows a precise definition of the delaminated
region (Figure.1.b-column). This pro is however alleviated by the critical behaviour when
the model surface is not perfectly perpendicular to the beam field propagation axis and
when the wooden panel painting thickness becomes greater in value (Figure.1.b - HML).
T#2 has an intermediate behaviour. It was not possible, in through-transmission, to detect
the presence of ground or wood cracks; nevertheless, the detection of these defects is
feasible by using focused transducers.
By using SSC, the uncomfortable necessity of reaching both sides of the wooden
painting is overcome; on the other hand, the ultrasonic lay-out becomes more and more
critical. The guided wave generation requires a fine positioning of both transducers, which
must be rotated of the same angle with respect to the model surface normal (see Table.2);
angle variations within one degree could cause no formation of the vibration mode. Hence,
care has to be given to the interpretation of high-curvature panel C-scan. Besides, angles
are not a priori known and computer simulations do not seem to help much to this purpose.
Then, there is the need of proper calibration operations, in order to create a sort of data-base
to allow real applications of the presented technique.
An inherent drawback of the SSC is the limited resolution. Each measured point of
the scan is a linear integration from the generating to the receiver transducer. The distance
between transducers was reduced until it was possible to unambiguously gate in time the
selected wave packet. Actually, it is possible to block the propagation of disturbing waves
by interposing a suitable barrier between transducers and increasing, as a consequence,
image resolution. A relevant pro of this set-up is its capability to verify the presence of
cracks perpendicularly disposed with respect to the direction of wave propagation
(Figure.1.c-d, related to ROK and HML).
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Figure 1. Feasibility analysis. a-b: TTC (200 and 1000 kHz); c-d: SSC (200 and 500 kHz)
Table 2. Angles of rotation to generate guided waves

Oak (thick=7.9 mm)
Maple (thick=7.5 mm)
Hemlock (thick=20.0 mm)

200 kHz
Angle
[degrees]
18º
19º
19º

Path
[mm]
39.3
44.9
44.9

500 kHz
Angle
[degrees]
16º
17º
17º

Path
[mm]
49.5
48.7
52

Finally, investigations on four real ancient paintings were performed. The four
wooden paintings came from a private collection and two of them were almost four
hundred years old. Results about the two older paintings are here presented and discussed.

Figure 2. Feasibility analysis. a-b: TTC (200 and 1000 kHz); c-d: SSC (200 and 500 kHz)
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The first painting (187x263 mm2) presented a highly variable thickness (Figure.2.c)
and the lower right region of it showed a system of bubbles that let us foresee the presence
of some detachments in the inner region (Figure.2.b). Investigations of the painting in TTC
by using T#1 seemed to confute this idea; just the variable thickness was recorded during
this scan and no clear defect was imaged (Figure.3.a).
The following scans performed by using T#2 and T#3 revealed, at different
resolution, the presence of low transmission regions, due to the existence of some
discontinuity in the ultrasound path (Figure.3.b and c). Observing these scans, it is easy to
visually locate probable defective regions (darker ones), even if in T#2 data, the resolution
is not good enough.

Figure 3. TTC results. a) f=200 kHz; b) f=500 kHz; c) f=1000 kHz

Figure 4. SSC results. a) Wooden painting; b) Scan; c) Summarizing binary image

Further analyses in SSC by using T#1 definitely established the defective nature of
the regions above highlighted, confirming the results provided by the TTC scans. In a pretty
clear fashion, the defective regions are imaged in Figure.4.b. The wooden painting is shown
on the left; the scan in the middle and a binary image on the right. This last image was
created by thresholding the scan performed in SSC (the black regions are the localized
detached ones) and superimposing on it a symbolic representation of the subject of the
painting.
The second painting (183x263 mm2) did not show any visible defect. As the first
painting, it presented a highly variable thickness (Figure.5.b). Investigations of the painting
in TTC by using T#1, T#2 and T#3 allowed us to detect – with different resolution - the
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presence of detachments in the inner structure of the panel painting. Further analyses in
SSC by using T#1 confirmed the results obtained in TTC. The experimental results of this
investigation are shown in Figure.6: the wooden painting is displayed on the left; the scan
in the middle and the usual binary image on the right.

Figure 5. a) Wooden painting and b) Variable thickness

Figure 6. SSC results. a) Wooden painting; b) Scan; c) Summarizing binary image

Conclusions
An air-coupled technique applied to the study and conservation of wooden panel paintings
has been presented. The method is described in detail, as well as the technology employed
and the techniques adopted to overcome the absence of a coupling medium between
transducers and object of investigation. In order to check the capabilities of the technique,
several models were made to mimic wooden panel paintings and the typical occurrence of
defects, such as delaminations between the ground and the wood support and cracks in the
ground itself. Almost all the simulated defects were clearly located in through-transmission
and single-sided configuration. Four ancient paintings were afterwards checked to establish
their state of conservation. Results regarding two of them (four hundred years old paintings
coming from a private collection) have been here presented and commented.
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